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ANC Wireless Earbuds

In order to make sure that you can smoothly use the TOZO NC9 true wireless stereo headset, please kindly find
below some important use instruction and possible trouble shootings.

If you have any questions, please kindly to contact us first. The seller TOZO would be happy to help you.

How To Pair

TWS Auto Pairing Step

1. Pick up 2 headsets from charging base, they will power on automatically and will connect each other
automatically within 10 seconds.

2. The two earbuds flash red and blue alternately (Pairing mode).

3. Selecting The [TOZO-NC9] from device list in your Bluetooth manual



Reset

In case only one earbud work/ Two earbuds can not pair any more, please consider to put earbuds into case to
restart, or reset your earbuds by below steps:

1. Turn off the phone’s Bluetooth, pick up two earbuds from charging case, then holding both earbuds button for 5

seconds till red lights on to turn off earbuds.

2. Holding the MFB Touch Panel on each of earbuds for another 5 seconds till blue light turn on and off, and then

clicking the MFB Touch Panel on each of earbuds twice quickly, the reset process will be done when the Purple

light on for 1s, then two earbuds flash red and blue alternately.

NOTE: In case there is [Connection Unsuccessful ] in your devices , please consider to delete all historial records
of [TOZO-NC9] and try the paring process again.

Wearing Steps



Step 1: Ensure sounds hole downward, then place earbuds into ear.

Step 2: Rotate curbed back to auricle side to fit snugly.

Left Earbud

Power on : Pick up Earbuds from battery case to pair each automatically
Power off : Hold or put earbuds into battery case to power of automatically



Right Earbud

Power on : Pick up Earbuds from battery case to pair each automatically
Power off : Hold or put earbuds into battery case to power of automatically



Downloads

Tozo Bluetooth Headset T12 Pro Manual and FAQ – Download
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